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The aloe in Super Aloe Gel dilates blood capillaries and stimulates lymph
activity in the skin. This leads to improved nutrient supply and toxin
removal which aids rapid repair and renewal of skin cells.
Q: What is Super Aloe Gel?
A: Super Aloe Gel is the most versatile product produced by Aloe Ferox. Super Aloe Gel can be called a gel-based work of art
infused with all the super awesome benefits of the aloe plant. Super Aloe Gel should be the first product you apply after
cleansing and toning; the first product you apply on an itchy insect bite; the first product you apply after burning with hot water
or the hot plate and the first product you apply to the very sensitive skin rash on baby’s bottom.

Q: When and why should I use Super Aloe Gel?
A:  Apply twice daily after cleansing/toning as part of your daily skin routine.





Apply to pimples, marks and dry skin patches to aid speedy recovery.
Apply to cuts, bruises, burns and bedsores to boost healing.
Apply to sunburned areas to provide pain and inflammation relief.
Apply to itchy and irritated skin for immediate relief of discomfort.

Q: Can aloe penetrate into my skin?
A: Yes, aloe has outstanding skin penetration qualities which can 


draw additional nutrients and moisture into all the layers of the skin and
also penetrate into the skin structures such as connective tissues, blood vessels and epidermal cells.

Q: What is collagen and why is it important to my skin?
A: Collagen is the most abundant protein in the human body and is the substance that holds the whole body together. It is found
in the bones, muscles, skin and tendons, where it forms a scaffold to provide strength and structure. Collagen helps to form a
fibrous network upon which new cells can grow in the middle layer (dermis) of the skin. Collagen is also required in the
replacement and restoration of dead skin cells. Collagen production naturally declines with age, reducing the structural integrity
of the skin and leading to sagging skin, the formation of lines and wrinkles and the weakening of cartilage in joints.
Read more: http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/262881.php






Moisture is essential to the collagen network. Aloe restores the moisture balance of the skin ensuring increased skin
elasticity. Aloe also prevents moisture loss by creating a barrier on the skin, thus providing protection against the elements
and even air pollutants.
Skin dryness and an accelerated fragmentation of the collagen network in the dermis are hallmarks of skin aging. Aloe
increases the concentration of collagen compounds in the skin producing improved elasticity and a firmer skin.
70% of the dermis layer consists of collagen.

Q: What other benefits do the aloe in Super Aloe Gel have for my skin?
A:  It postpones wrinkles and deepening character lines.




It lightens the skin and suppresses pigmentation.
It slows down the formation of freckles, moles and age spots.
It protects skin cells against intensive solar radiation.
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Sun care

What you need to know about

Q: What is sunscreen?
Q: Should I use sunscreen daily?
Q: What are sunscreens made of?
A: Sunscreen is a lotion, spray, gel or other A: Sunscreen use can help prevent A: Sunscreens contain one or more of the
topical product that absorbs or reflects
some of the sun's ultraviolet (UV) radiation
and thus helps protect against sunburn.
Depending on the mode of action,
sunscreens can be classified into physical
sunscreens (i.e., those that reflect the
sunlight) or chemical sunscreens (i.e.,
those that absorb the UV light).
Sunscreens are commonly rated and
labelled with a sun protection factor (SPF)
that measures the fraction of sunburnproducing UV rays that reach the skin. For
example, "SPF 15" means that 1/15th of
the burning radiation reaches the skin
through the recommended thickness of
sunscreen. Other rating systems indicate
the degree of protection from non-burning
UVA radiation.

melanoma and types of skin cancer.
A 2013 study concluded that everyday
application of sunscreen can slow or
temporarily prevent the development
of wrinkles and sagging skin. The study
involved 900 white people in Australia
and required some of them to apply a
broad-spectrum sunscreen every day
for four and a half years. It found that
people who did so had noticeably more
resilient and smoother skin than those
assigned to continue their usual
practices.
Minimizing UV damage is especially
important for children and fair-skinned
individuals and those who have sun
sensitivity for medical reasons.

Sun Care Lotion SPF 50

following ingredients, which are either
chemical or mineral in nature:
 Organic chemical compounds that
absorb ultraviolet light.
 Inorganic particulates that reflect,
scatter, and absorb UV light (such as
titanium dioxide, zinc oxide, or a
combination of both).
 Organic particulates that mostly absorb
light like organic chemical compounds,
but contain multiple chromophores that
may reflect and scatter a fraction of light
like inorganic particulates, and behave
differently in formulations than organic
chemical compounds.
Read more: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sunscreen

Sun Care Lotion SPF 50 is a rich, creamy sunscreen with
a sun protection factor of 50. Sun Care Lotion is suitable
for daily use and can be used with make-up. Sunburn is
the visible proof of damage to the skin and the greatest
cause of skin aging. Make Sun Care Lotion part of your
daily routine. Regularly apply Super Aloe Gel to sunburnt
areas.

SunKidz 50+ (indicator lotion) is also a rich, creamy
sunscreen with a sun protection factor of 50+. Specially
designed for young children with a SPF enhancement of
whitening in the UV-filter. The parent can therefore
determine if the child is completely protected after
application and also to what extent the child maintains
protected after swimming and other outdoor activities.
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@ STALLS & FESTIVALS

No.4

Be approachable and always have a good attitude. Even if you are not the best at sales always make an effort to greet your
customers with at very least a smile! You need to be accommodating to potential customers, and always put your best foot
forward. Customers like to feel special and that you care, they are much happier to invest their money into something that
they feel connected to. Always be respectful, courteous and grateful.

No.5

It’s vital that you get first-hand information on the market/festival where you intend to have a stall at. Ask yourself if your
product will fit in and are the shoppers there your target audience? Is there an overwhelming number of stalls selling a
similar product to you? Or is there a gap in this market? It may sound weird, but choose the market where your type of
product is popular. Despite there being more competition, it means that the shoppers there are definitely your target
audience.
Your stall should be a welcoming and inviting space for people to be drawn to! Balance your display so it’s at around eye
level, then below and above. If you have a table, try and balance your product out so it’s a combination of height displays so
that you can see everything from standing away and not just looking straight down on the table. Make it eye catching and
easy for your customers to see everything. Keep it full of product but balanced so that there is just enough product out at
once. Products must be accessible so buyers can look, feel and smell.
Cash is the most common way of payments at the markets but what other ways can you make it easier for your customers
to pay you? Consider mobile card machines. If you have various options of payments make sure you let your customers
know, pop a little sign on your stall so it makes it easier for them to purchase through you.

Generosity is one of the keys to lasting, long performing sales. Generous offers such as free product samples are all about
delivering good value to your existing and potential new customers. Well-targeted freebies are good business. Useful, free
samples and brochures can be a very effective sales tool when it is given without expectations. Generosity is persuasive.

No. 6

No.3

No.2

No.1

Exhibiting at a stall can be one of the best investments you can ever make. It is a good time to start
planning with the festive season approaching and stalls/markets popping up all over.

Everyone may be a prospect for your products but your efforts will produce the best results when you target prospects with
the greatest need for what you offer. Features printed on posters do not sell products! Tell your customers the benefits.
Benefits sell. Benefits clearly answer the customer questions "What will this product do for me?" or "What results will I get
that will improve my current situation?"

Complimentary products:

R3.50

R3.50

R3.50

R3.50
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We launched our in-house Guest
House amenities range. You can
now purchase the items for guest
amenity or sample purposes. The
products will be available from the
1 November 2016. The range
consists of the 4 products on the
left. The Guest House range is very
affordable yet the same excellent
quality of the Aloe Ferox Classic
range. It can be used as a great
marketing tool at guest houses,
hotels, gatherings, festivals or
meetings. Each of the products
contain 15ml of the relevant Aloe
Ferox Classic Range products.
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CluckCorner
Super Aloe Gel to the rescue

Super Aloe Gel and radiation #2

Netta was painting the rafters on Saturday in the garage
with Creosote. As luck would have it, Netta accidentally
spilled some Creosote in one of her eyes. With no one at
home to drive her to hospital and the closest friends or
family 45minutes away, Netta knew what she had to do!

Lena Cronje received radiation as part of her breast
cancer treatment which caused severe burns and tissue
damage. She visited our factory shop in Albertinia to
show us the radiation burns.

Netta stumbled to the bathroom, grabbed the Super Aloe
Gel and squeezed a head into the eye…while trying to
open it at the same time but the pain was just too much!
With eyes closed Netta washed and dried her hands and
struggled to her bedroom. Netta inserted some more
Super Aloe Gel into the eye and lay back for quite a while.
The burning and stinging eventually subsided.
Netta inserted some Super Aloe Gel into the eye again
before bedtime. On Sunday morning the eye was a bit
tender but no redness or blurred vision at all!
Submitted by an Aloe Ferox distributor on behalf of Netta.

Super Aloe Gel the “Wonder Ointment”
(Translated from Afrikaans)

Just a quick note: One of my clients applied Super Aloe
Gel to bedsores of her diabetic mother. They first tried
several different medications and ointments but to no
avail – the bedsores would just not heal.
She says that she noticed an improvement after just one
application. The bedsores are now completely healed but
I still laugh at her when she refers to Super Aloe Gel as
“Wonder Ointment”.

Lena started to apply Super Aloe Gel to the wounds. She
took the photo below 1 week later and send it to us.

Elize (Aloe Ferox distributor)

Super Aloe Gel, “jou doring!”
(Translated from Afrikaans)

My sister-in-law, Daleen, was diagnosed with breast
cancer. The growth, removed within 3 days, indicated
issues more severe than hormonal cancer. She started
with chemotherapy 3 weeks later which lasted for 3
months. Once the chemotherapy was completed she had
to undergo radiation therapy.
I gave her a 250ml of Super Aloe Gel and told her to apply
it 10 times a day to her breast during the radiation period.
She complied very diligently. More than halfway through
the radiation therapy (32 sessions in total), the oncologist
told her that she is yet to see a breast that look so good.
Daleen added that she did not even have a speck of red
anywhere on her breast.
Thank you for the excellent product
Jeanne (Aloe Ferox distributor)
 Aloe Ferox Newsletter
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Pricing

We noticed that most of our distributors are not taking full advantage of our distributor
pricing. You are paying too much for too few products and making too little profit!
Understand the following terms:
Purchase Price is the price YOU pay
when you purchase products from us.

We have 4 different Purchase Pricelists
calculated at different rates.

Selling Price is the price at which we
recommend that you sell the products to
your customers. These prices are indicated on our standard order form.

STEP 1
Q: Which one of the 4 purchase pricelists must I use?
A: Calculate the total selling price value of your order and compare it to the table below.
Selling price value of your order
< R500
R500 to R849.99
R850 to R1099.99
≥ R1100

Purchase pricelist
Purchase pricelist 1: 15%
Purchase pricelist 2: 25%
Purchase pricelist 3: 30%
Purchase pricelist 4: 37%

Remarks
The 4 purchase pricelists are each a set
percentage lower than the selling prices.
These percentages are indicated on the
left.

Q: How do I use the relevant pricelist?
A: The quickest way to determine the purchase price of your order is to discount the total selling price value of your order by
the percentage that applies to the relevant purchase pricelist as per the table above. Please note that delivery charges apply
to purchase pricelist 1 & 2.

We want to give you MORE AND charge you LESS!

STEP 2 – Increase order values from purchase pricelist 1 to purchase pricelist 2
Some of the purchase prices overlap when changing from one pricelist to the next. Use this overlap to get more and pay less.

A
Selling price
< R500
R 435
R 441
R 447
R 453
R 459
R 465
R 471
R 476
R 482
R 488
R 494

Purchase
price

B
Selling price
≥ R500 to R849.99

R 370
R 375
R 380
R 385
R 390
R 395
R 400
R 405
R 410
R 415
R 420

R 500
R 507
R 513
R 520
R 527
R 533
R 540
R 547
R 553
R 560

R 425

R 567

How to read the table
1. Column A indicates the selling price value, of orders
below R500. (Purchase pricelist 1)
2. Column B indicates the selling price value, of orders
above the R500 but still below the R850 mark. (Purchase
pricelist 2)
3. An order with a selling price value of R 482 will cost you
R 410 which is 15% less than the selling price.
4. Example 1: Add an item to the value of R65 and the
selling price value of the order increases to R 547 but the
purchase price remains at R410. This is due to the fact
that the order now exceeds the R500 mark and is now
costed at 25% less than the selling price.
5. Example 2: Add an item to the value of R31 to your order
of R 482 and the selling price value of the order increases
to R 513 but the purchase price decreases to R385. This
is due to the fact that the order also exceeds the R500
mark and is now costed at 25% less than the selling price.
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STEP 3 – Increase order values from purchase pricelist 2 to purchase pricelist 3

C
Selling price
R500 to R849.99
R 787
R 793
R 800
R 807
R 813
R 820
R 827
R 833
R 840
R 847

Purchase
price
R 590
R 595
R 600
R 605
R 610
R 615
R 620
R 625
R 630
R 635

D
Selling price
R850 to R1099.99
R 850
R 857
R 864
R 871
R 879
R 886
R 893
R 900
R 907

How to read the table
1. Column C indicates the selling price value, of orders in
the R 500 to R 849.99 range. (Purchase pricelist 2)
2. Column D indicates the selling price value, of orders in
the R 850 to R 1099.99 range. (Purchase pricelist 3)
3. An order with a selling price value of R 840 will cost you
R 630 which is 25% less than the selling price.
4. Example 3: Add an item to the value of R60 and the
selling price value of the order increases to R 900 but the
purchase price remains at R630. This is due to the fact
that the order now exceeds the R850 mark and is now
costed at 30% less than the selling price.
5. Example 4: Add an item to the value of R10 to your order
of R 840 and the selling price value of the order increases
to R 850 but the purchase price decreases to R595. This
is due to the fact that the order also exceeds the R850
mark and is now costed at 30% less than the selling price.

STEP 4 – Increase order values from purchase pricelist 3 to purchase pricelist 4

E
Selling price

Purchase
price

R850 to R1099.99

R 993
R 1 000
R 1 007
R 1 014
R 1 021
R 1 029
R 1 036
R 1 043
R 1 050
R 1 057
R 1 064
R 1 071
R 1 079
R 1 086
R 1 093

R 695
R 700
R 705
R 710
R 715
R 720
R 725
R 730
R 735
R 740
R 745
R 750
R 755
R 760
R 765

F
Selling price
≥ R1100
R 1 103
R 1 111
R 1 119
R 1 127
R 1 135
R 1 143
R 1 151
R 1 159
R 1 167
R 1 175
R 1 183
R 1 190
R 1 198
R 1 206
R 1 214

How to read the table
6. Column E indicates the selling price value, of orders in the
R 850 to R1099.99 range. (Purchase pricelist 3)
7. Column F indicates the selling price value, of orders equal
to or above the R 1100 mark. (Purchase pricelist 4)
8. An order with a selling price value of R 1086 will cost you
R 760 which is 30% less than the selling price.
9. Example 5: Add an item to the value of R120 and the
selling price value of the order increases to R 1206 but
the purchase price remains at R760. This is due to the fact
that the order now exceeds the R1100 mark and is now
costed at 37% less than the selling price.
10. Example 6: Add an item to the value of R57 to your order
of R 1086 and the selling price value of the order
increases to R 1143 but the purchase price decreases to
R720. This is due to the fact that the order also exceeds
the R1100 mark and is now costed at 37% less than the
selling price.

Making sense of it all
Carefully monitor if your order falls within any of the following brackets and adjust it as per the examples above:
 R440 to R500 or
 R790 to R850 or
 R990 to R1100.
We would like to empower you to make the absolute most of your order. More products for the same or even less money means
more profit. By following the steps above, you can get extra stock/products at no cost and sell it at normal prices. Now that makes
a lot of sense.
We really want to assist you to be more successful. Please contact our friendly marketing team to discuss different ordering solutions
that can help you to maximize your profit.
George – george@af.co.za
Gillian – gillian@af.co.za
Gert – gert@af.co.za
Telephone: (028) 735 8100
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